Release of isolated single kinesin molecules from microtubules.
Previous studies on the motor enzyme kinesin suggesting that the enzyme molecule tightly binds to a microtubule by only one of its two mechanochemical head domains were performed with multiple kinesin molecules on each microtubule, raising the possibility that interactions between adjacent bound molecules may interfere with the binding of the second head. To characterize the microtubule-bound state of isolated single kinesin molecules, we have measured the rates of nucleotide-induced dissociation of the complex between microtubules and bead-labeled single molecules of the dimeric kinesin derivative K448-BIO using novel single-molecule kinetic methods. Complex dissociation by <2 microM ADP displays an apparent second-order rate constant of 1.2 x 10(4) M-1 s-1. The data suggest that only one of the two heads is bound to the microtubule in the absence of ATP, that binding of a single ADP to the complex is sufficient to induce dissociation, and that even lengthy exposure of kinesin to the microtubule fails to produce significant amounts of a two-head-bound state under the conditions used. The inhibitor adenylyl imidodiphosphate (AMP-PNP) induces stochastic pauses in the movement of bead-labeled enzyme molecules in 1 mM ATP. Exit from pauses occurs at 2 s-1 independent of AMP-PNP concentration. The same rate constant is obtained for dissociation of the transient kinesin-microtubule complexes formed in 1 mM ADP, 0.5 mM AMP-PNP, suggesting that release of a single AMP-PNP molecule from the enzyme is the common rate-limiting step of the two processes. The results are consistent with alternating-sites movement mechanisms in which two-head-bound states do not occur in the enzyme catalytic cycle until after ATP binding.